Prediction of Breast Cancer using Rule Based Classification
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Abstract
The current work proposes a model for prediction of breast cancer using the classification approach in data mining. The proposed model is based on various parameters, including symptoms of breast cancer, gene mutation and other risk factors causing breast cancer. Mutations have been predicted in breast cancer causing genes with the help of alignment of normal and abnormal gene sequences; then predicting the class label of breast cancer (risky or safe) on the basis of IF-THEN rules, using Genetic Algorithm (GA). In this work, GA has used variable gene encoding mechanisms for chromosomes encoding, uniform population generations and selects two chromosomes by Roulette-Wheel selection technique for two-point crossover, which gives better solutions. The performance of the model is evaluated using the F score measure, Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) and Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) by plotting points (Sensitivity V/s 1- Specificity).
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Introduction
Cancer is amongst the most dreaded diseases affecting humankind. In 2012, around 14.1 million new cancer cases were found, 8.2 million cancer-related deaths occurred and 1.7 million women were diagnosed with breast cancer [1]. Sometimes mutations occur in the genetic information which causes uncontrolled growth and division of cells. This unlimited growth and division of cells will lead to the formation of the tumor in the human body [2]. Cancer is nothing but unlimited growth and division of cells. There are various factors such as genetic, hormonal, environmental, socio-biological and physiological which cause somatic mutations. The somatic mutation in breast cell is mainly responsible for breast cancer [2, 3]. Breast cancer is mostly found in milk producing glands (lobules) or ducts (surrounding blood vessels, connective tissue of lobules).

Breast cancer is of mainly two types: invasive (infiltrating ductal carcinoma (IDS) [4], medullary carcinoma [5], infiltrating lobular carcinoma (ILC) [6], tubular carcinoma [7] and inflammatory breast cancer (IBC) [8]) and non-invasive (ductal carcinoma in-situ (DCIS) [9] & Paget’s disease) [10]. Invasive breast cancer has tendency to spread over surrounding tissues whereas the non-invasive breast cancer does not have the tendency to spread over surrounding tissues [11, 12]. The mutation in various genes such as AR, ATM, BARD1, BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, CDH1, CHEK2, DIRAS3, ERBB2, NBN, PALB2, RAD50, RAD51, RAD51 STK11and TP53 causes the Breast cancer [13-15].

The most important step from the viewpoint of clinical treatment and possible recovery is early diagnosis of breast cancer which is usually done by self-examination, mammogram, MRI, breast...
ultrasound, etc. [11, 12, 16, 17] but none of these methods can be regarded as an absolutely flawless early – prediction tool. Besides, almost all these methods are cost – intensive [18]. The current work has focused on a data mining approach for predicting the relationship between various factors causing breast cancer. Data mining is an autonomous or semi - autonomous tool for extraction of relevant knowledge from a huge amount of data or data sets [19-21]. There are various types of task primitive such as association rules, classification, clustering, and predictions for knowledge discovery. Here, genetic algorithm is used for knowledge discovery. The genetic algorithm (GA) employed is a meta - heuristic global search technique that gives excellent computational performance for searching IF - THEN classification rules in a large search space. The classification is the process of predicting the class label of unknown data based on known class label [19-21]. In this method, IF - THEN classification technique is defined for knowledge discovery. GA discovers the intelligent rules or knowledge from stored historical data based on predicted attributes or dimensions [22, 23]. The discovering rules help us to predict whether the patient has breast cancer risk or not.

The genetic algorithm (GA) is one type of the evolutionary computing, which is based on the Darwin principle of survival of the fittest and genetics. John Holland introduced GA in 1975 [24]. GA is a guided random search for optimization and searching solution in problem state space. It works best for searching the steady state, multipoint or multimodal search and high dimensional problem in a search space. GA is also called greedy and adaptive parallel search technique [22, 23]. The Genetic algorithms for classification gives better accuracy than rules discovered by other classification algorithms [25-32]. M. V Fidelis et al.[33] proposed GA based methods for IF-Then rules discovery from different data sets (dermatology data set and breast cancer dataset). In this work, the author used two points cross over (100%) with mutation rate (30%) along with sensitivity and specificity measures for generating and validating the solution. Korkut Koray et al. [34] proposed non –random and uniform operator based GA for rules discovery that remove the demerit of random population generation and give better performance. Later Basheer et al. [35] describes variable gene encoding mechanism for rules discovery form multidimensional data set. Mutaher et al. [36] developed a GA based tool for knowledge acquisition. Here, they used Michigan style encoding mechanism, uniform population generations and one point crossover along with precision, coverage, simplicity, contribution measure for evaluation of solution. Ayad & Anar [37] classified breast cancer into two types of classes called risk or safe by back propagation algorithm on the basis of mutation in breast causing gene BRCA1 & BRCA2. They used alignment techniques for comparing the normal vs. abnormal gene sequence to detect the mutation and training with algorithms.

Above proposed classification breast cancer data and breast cancer detection methods by various researchers included behavior of breast cancer or mutation in BRCA1 or BRCA2 gene only. Many more genes take part in breast cancer named as above. The proposed genetic algorithms based model used for breast cancer detection with the help of classification (Risk or safe)by including thirteen parameters of risk factor and symptoms of breast cancer.

Material and Method

The projected method has included seventeen breast cancer causing genes along with symptoms of breast cancer and risk factors. Thirteen attributes have been screened from different resources including breast cancer causing risk factor, symptoms and genes that take part in breast cancer [11-13]. The following steps are included in computations.
1. Alignment of normal vs. abnormal gene sequence.
2. If both match then generate protein sequence and align the both sequences.
3. Searching the rule using Genetic algorithms
   b. Generate the uniform population, calculate the fitness of each individual, and create initial population.
c. While termination criteria satisfy
   i. Select two chromosomes from initial population
   ii. Two point Crossover performed and offspring generates
   iii. Calculate the fitness and mutation of offspring
   iv. If offspring support minimum fitness, then select it and include in population for next generation reproduction.

d. End

4. End

The following steps are used for training the breast cancer data using genetic algorithms:

**Chromosome Encoding**

The Michigan style encoding mechanism for individual representation has been used. This method is better for finding small set of classification rules. The projected method included thirteen parameters as risk factors and symptoms of breast cancer for class label training (Table 1-3). Encoding mechanism has set of dimensions or predicted attributes as gene represented on a chromosome (Figure 2). The gene value is changed in individuals according to domain of attributes that belong to specified rules. A zero value for a gene means predicted attribute does not have domain attribute in the rule.

![Diagrammatic representation of computation](image)
Table 1. The encoding of causing Risk factors for breast cancer encoded into genetic algorithm

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Risk not controllable by human beings</th>
<th>Short Code</th>
<th>Range of Dimension</th>
<th>Gene code value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Ag</td>
<td>A&gt;=60, A= &gt;40, A=&lt;40</td>
<td>1,2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Ge</td>
<td>Female, Male</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic Mutation in Gene</td>
<td>GMg</td>
<td>AR, ATM, BRAD1, BRCA1, BRCA2, BRIP1, CHD1, CHEK2, DIRRAS3, HER2, ERBB2, NDN, PAIB2, RAD50, RAD1, STK11, TP53,</td>
<td>1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11, 12,13,14,15,16,17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family History</td>
<td>FH</td>
<td>Sibling, Mother, Father, Ancestor</td>
<td>1,2,3,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Previous chest Therapy</td>
<td>PTh</td>
<td>Radio therapy in young age, Hormone Therapy</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Life style related risk factors responsible for causing breast cancer encoded into short-code and corresponding each domain of risk factor define code value for chromosome formation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Life style factor that can reduce the risk of breast cancer</th>
<th>Short code</th>
<th>Domain of Dimension</th>
<th>Gene code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maternal status</td>
<td>MTs</td>
<td>Married, Single, have child, Birth control, Breast feeding, Others.</td>
<td>1, 2, 3, 4, 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hormones Therapy</td>
<td>HT</td>
<td>Post-menopausal hormone therapy (PHT), Hormone replacement therapy (HRT), and Menopausal hormone therapy (MHT).</td>
<td>1,2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Physical</td>
<td>Ph</td>
<td>Heavy weight, Drinking alcohol, etc.</td>
<td>1,2,3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. The symptoms & signs of breast cancer encoded into short-codes and assigned code value to each domain of symptoms & signs for chromosome formation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symptoms &amp; Signs</th>
<th>Short code</th>
<th>Range of Dimension</th>
<th>Gene Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lump</td>
<td>Lmp</td>
<td>Thickened tissues, mass</td>
<td>1,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swelling</td>
<td>Swe</td>
<td>Breast, Nipple, Both</td>
<td>1,2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pain</td>
<td>Pan</td>
<td>Breast, Nipple, Both</td>
<td>1,2,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin color</td>
<td>SCo</td>
<td>Rash nipple, Pink or scaly breast, Black around nipple, Nipple retraction, dimpling, Itching, Burning sensation, All</td>
<td>1,2,3, 4,5,6,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discharge</td>
<td>Dic</td>
<td>Breast, Nipple, Both</td>
<td>1,2,3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. The mapping of short code and corresponding domain gene value of risk factor & symptoms of breast cancer to form a chromosome (where Ag = age, Ge = gender, GMg = Genetic Mutation in Gene, FH = Family History, PTh = Previous chest Therapy, MTs = Maternal status, HT = Hormones Therapy, Ph = Physical, Lmp = Lump, Swe = Swelling, Pan = Pain, SCo = Skin color, Dic = Discharge)

The IF part of rules such as: If (Age>=60) ∧ (Gender= “Female”) ∧ (Gene Mutation= “BRCA2”) ∧ (Maternal = “Married”) ∧ (Physic= “Drinking alcohol”) ∧ (Skin color= “Pink”) ∧ (Swelling= “Both”) ∧ (Pain= “Both”) ∧ (Discharge= “Both”), will be represented in the form of individual rule as given in Figure 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ag</th>
<th>Ge</th>
<th>GMg</th>
<th>FH</th>
<th>PTh</th>
<th>MTs</th>
<th>HT</th>
<th>Ph</th>
<th>Lmp</th>
<th>Swe</th>
<th>Pan</th>
<th>SCo</th>
<th>Dic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Figure 3. The Representation of rule in the form of chromosome having short gene code along with code value of risk factor & symptoms of breast cancer, Where zero code value shows absence of factor in the rule (where Ag = age, Ge = gender, GmG = Genetic Mutation in Gene, FH = Family History, PTh = Previous chest Therapy, MTs = Maternal status, HT = Hormones Therapy, Ph = Physical, Lmp = Lump, Swe = Swelling, Pan = Pain, Sco = Skin color, Dic = Discharge).

Fitness Function Formulation

GA is based on survival of the fittest principle. The best fit chromosome survives and has the possibility to give more desirable solution or fit individual after the crossover operation. The fitness function f(x) measures the efficiency or validation of the individual for the reproduction or next level solution. The goal of fitness function is to maximize the fitness of an individual. The projected method definition of fitness function is based on IF G1… Gn THEN M rule. Here G1…Gn are antecedent parts that may be satisfied or unsatisfied set of predicted dimensions or attributes and M, the consequent part, has class label. The rule based classification technique gives rise to four situations, TP, TN, FP, and FN as defined below.

---

### Breast Cancer Patients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class Test</th>
<th>Positive</th>
<th>Negative</th>
<th>TP+FP</th>
<th>FN+TN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Positive</td>
<td>True Positive (TP)</td>
<td>False Positive (FP)</td>
<td>TP+FP</td>
<td>FN+TN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative</td>
<td>False Negative (FN)</td>
<td>True Negative (TN)</td>
<td>FN+TN</td>
<td>FP+TN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TP = predicted rule says patient has breast cancer and it is true patient has breast cancer
FP = predicted rule says patient has breast cancer but patient does not have breast cancer
TN = predicted rule says patient does not have breast cancer and patient also does not have breast cancer
FN = predicted attribute says patient does not have breast cancer but patient has breast cancer

The discovered rule if G then M

TP = tuples satisfy both G and M
TN = tuples satisfy neither G nor M
FP = tuples satisfy G but not M
FN = tuples not satisfy G but satisfy M

Definitions of some measures:

**Confidence.** In rule, (If G then M) confidence can be formulated as:

\[
\text{Confidence} = \frac{|G \& M|}{|G|} = \frac{TP}{TP + FP}
\]

where |M| is the number of attributes in conjunction condition that satisfy antecedent part in the rule and |G&M| number of tuples that satisfy antecedent G and consequent M.
**Support.** In the above rule, support can be formulated as:

\[
\text{Support} = \frac{|G \& M|}{|D|} = \frac{TP}{TP + FN}
\]  

where \(|D|\) is number of instance or cardinality in data set \(D\).

Support is ratio of tuples covered by rules in antecedent having predicted class \(M\).

**Cover.** The cover can be formulated as

\[
\text{Cover} = \frac{\text{The predicted attribute present in rule}}{\text{Total number of predicted attributes}}
\]

This is a modified measure for improving the solution because the rules having more number of attributes has better accuracy than those having less number of attributes [21].

Example: In the Fig. 3 above, individuals have total 13 predicted attributes and 9 attributes are present in the rule.

Cover = 9/13 = 0.069

Fitness of individual calculated by this function:

\[
\text{Fitness (R)} = \text{Confidence} \times \text{Support} \times \text{Cover} \times 100
\]

**Initial Population Generation**

The above-discussed individual encoding mechanism is used to produce uniformly population. For \(n\) predicted attributes, maximum \(2^n\) individuals are produced in population. The uniform technique of population generation removes the demerit of random generated population.

**Selection Mechanism**

Selection mechanism helps us in deciding which technique is to be used for selection of two individual chromosomes from the population pool to improve the solution. The strategies of selection of individuals conceptually consider premature converses and diversity. The Roulette-Wheel Selection technique is used here for selecting individuals. In this technique individual selection is proportional to its fitness. If \(M\) number of individual have fitness \(F_i > 0\) (\(i = 0, 1, 2, \ldots, M\)), then selection probability of \(i^{th}\) chromosome is:

\[
S_i = \frac{F_i}{\sum_{i=1}^{M} F_i}
\]

where \((i = 1, 2, \ldots, M)\)

If Roulette-Wheel sectors size is proportional to \(F_i\) (\(i=1,2,3,\ldots,M\)) of individuals then selection of a chromosome is equivalent to randomly selecting a point on the wheel.

**Crossover or Recombination**

Producing offspring from the parent is called recombination. In crossing over process, two chromosomes are swapping gene features on specific positions to create a better individual. There are many methods for recombination; two point crossovers (exchange of gene on two points of parent chromosome) have been used in the current study (Figure 4).
Fig. 4. Creation of offspring by two-point crossing over of chromosome

**Mutation**

Here one point mutation (1%) is used for improving solution. In mutation, changes in gene value of individual maintain diversity in population for improving the solution.

The leave-one-out cross validation is used for validating the solution. Leave – one - out is a special type of M-fold cross validation technique in which sample artificial data set partitions into 1 (one for testing) and n-1 (for training) sets [21]. The generating rules using test set and training sets for discovering rules support the minimum defined fitness threshold. The next time selects another tuple as a test set of validation and repeats this process ‘n’ times. The overall performance analysis of the model is based on defining fitness threshold (2.0) of discovering rules in validation supporting negative and positive breast cancer using F-score [38], Mathews Correlation Coefficient (MCC) [39] and Plotting of receiver operating characteristic (ROC) on sensitivity V/s 1 – specificity [40].

\[
F\text{-Score} = \frac{2\times\text{Sensitivity}\times\text{Specificity}}{\text{Sensitivity}+\text{Specificity}}
\]

\[
\text{Sensitivity} = \frac{(\text{True Positive})}{[(\text{True Positive})+(\text{False Negative})]}
\]

\[
\text{Specificity} = \frac{(\text{True Negative})}{[(\text{True Negative})+(\text{False Positive})]}
\]

\[
\text{MMC} = \frac{[(\text{TP}\times\text{TN})-(\text{FP}\times\text{FN})]\sqrt{(\text{TP}+\text{FP})\times(\text{TP}+\text{FN})\times(\text{TN}+\text{FP})\times(\text{TN}+\text{FN})}}{\text{TP}+\text{FP}+\text{FN}+\text{TN}}
\]

where TP = predicted rule says patient has breast cancer and it is true patient has breast cancer; FP = predicted rule says patient has breast cancer but patient does not have breast cancer; TN = predicted rule says patient does not have breast cancer and patient also does not have breast cancer; FN = predicted attribute says patient does not have breast cancer but patient has breast cancer.

The proposed method is validated with MATLAB (R2010a) in two steps [41]. Due to lack of data set results are evaluated based on generated artificial dataset (supplementary file). In the first step, the Gene sequence responsible for causing breast cancer was retrieved from Gene Bank Database [42] and gene sequence was aligned with the patient’s gene sequence. The protein
sequence is generated using a bioinformatics toolbox with the help of Open Reading Frame (ORF) extracted form both gene sequences (normal as well as abnormal). The generated protein sequence forms a specific gene sequence and is compared through global alignment. In the second step, discovering classification rules using GA based technique is implemented with uniform population, roulette wheel selection, crossing over (100%) and mutation rate (1%) on given artificial training data set.

Result and Validation

The result presented in Figure 5 shows diagonal dense line dot plot between normal and patient gene sequence as matching (identical/similar) pattern. The point between 0.0 - 0.5 (Red Box) matching line shows some sparse gap. This gap denotes the occurrence of mutation in gene between normal and patient.

The results (Figure 6) show that the both sequences share 98% identity and 99% positivity between normal and patient protein sequence. The 2% dissimilarity is because of mutation in BRCA1 protein, which causes the risk of breast cancer.

Figure 5. Gene sequence dot plot for normal BRCA1 gene and patient BRCA1 gene showing mutation
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Figure 6. Comparison of generated protein sequence from normal gene and patient gene showing identity and positivity

Table 4. Best discovered rules from artificial data set along with class label and fitness of rules

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rule</th>
<th>If Part of discovered rules</th>
<th>Class label</th>
<th>support</th>
<th>conf</th>
<th>Cover</th>
<th>F(Ri)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>(Age=&gt;60) ∧ (Family history= ‘Mother’) ∧ (Previous therapy= ‘Radio’) ∧ (Maternal= ‘Married’) ∧ (Hormone therapy= ‘HRT’) ∧ (swelling= ‘Both’) ∧ (Pain= ‘Both’)</td>
<td>Risky</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>(Age&gt;=60) ∧ (Gender= ‘Female’) ∧ (Mutation= ‘BRCA1’) ∧ (Pain= ‘Both’) ∧ (Discharge= ‘Both’)</td>
<td>Risky</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>9.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3</td>
<td>(Age=&gt;40) ∧ (Mutation= ‘TP53’) ∧ (Family history= ‘Mother’) ∧ (Physical= ‘Alcoholic’) ∧ (Swelling= ‘Both’) ∧ (Skin color= ‘Pink’)</td>
<td>Risky</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4</td>
<td>(Age=&gt;40) ∧ (Maternal status= ‘Married’) ∧ (Physical= ‘Alcoholic’) ∧ (Swelling= ‘Both’) ∧ (Skin color= ‘Pink’) ∧ (Discharge= ‘Both’)</td>
<td>Risky</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>(Maternal status= ‘Married’) ∧ (Physical= ‘Alcoholic’) ∧ (Lump= ‘Mass’) ∧ (Swelling= ‘Both’) ∧ (Skin color= ‘Pink’) ∧ (Discharge= ‘Both’)</td>
<td>Risky</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>(Age=&gt;40) ∧ (Therapy= ‘Hormone’) ∧ (Maternal status= ‘Married’) ∧ (Physical= ‘Heavy weight’)</td>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R7</td>
<td>(Age=&gt;40) ∧ (Maternal status= ‘Married’) ∧ (Physical= ‘Alcoholic’)</td>
<td>Safe</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The value of the F-score is maximized towards 1 showing the best performance. The MCC value belongs between -1 to +1. A sub-zero MCC value means worse performance than random solution, whereas a greater than zero MCC value means better prediction than the random solution. The calculation of Sensitivity=87%, specificity=62%, F Score=0.727 and MCC=0.501 is performed using above formula and Plotted ROC shows better performance than random.

![Graph showing sensitivity vs. (1-Specificity)](image)

**Figure 7.** Graph showing sensitivity vs. (1-Specificity)

### Conclusions

The proposed method accurately predicts the chance of breast cancer disease because it verifies mutation in the gene and simulates relationship between various risk factors as well as symptoms. Computational approach for classification to discover knowledge gives faster results because genetic algorithms have a global and an adoptive search strategy in high dimensional search spaces. The projected method performs parallel search operation on thirteen predicted attributes for extracting comprehensible knowledge to predict breast cancer. The computational methods in GA, such as - uniform population generation selection, two point crossing over, mutation, and fitness function avoid premature convergence and maintain population diversity. Based on sensitivity = 87%, specificity = 62%, F-Score = 0.727, MCC = 0.501 and ROC, it can be concluded that this is a better prediction. It is hoped that this method will help researchers hit upon rules focusing on identification of gene mutation causing breast cancer and predict the associated causing factors.
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